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VIVA TOPICS DEPARTMENTAL SCENARIOS

Human Resources

New employee and role onboarding: Provide new 

employees with the knowledge they need to 

onboard and accelerate their time to productivity

In context learning: Enable employees to learn 

about topics relevant to their jobs in the flow of 

their work

Knowledge transfer: Capture and transfer the 

knowledge of employees leaving the organization 

Merger & acquisitions: Provide new employees 

with knowledge to integrate more quickly into 

acquiring company



VIVA TOPICS DEPARTMENTAL SCENARIOS

Sales & Customer Service

Sales enablement: Improve sales outcomes and 

reduce proposal production time by helping 

salespeople find SMEs and reuse existing content 

and knowledge 

Product and service knowledge base: Help 

employees learn about company products and 

services with easy access to product details, 

announcements, roadmaps, and a place to ask 

questions

Customer knowledge base: Help sales executives, 

account managers, and support reps serve 

customers in a more effective manner by providing 

easy access to a customer knowledge base

Customer support and expertise: Provide reps 

with knowledge and the ability to find SMEs for 

improved issue resolution outcomes and efficiency



VIVA TOPICS DEPARTMENTAL SCENARIOS

Operations

Asset knowledge base: Provide employees with 

one place to go to find comprehensive and up-to-

date information related to organizational assets

Process and procedure knowledge base: Help 

employees understand organization processes and 

procedures



Product & Service Development
VIVA TOPICS DEPARTMENTAL SCENARIOS

Knowledge networks: Enable employees with a 

common interest in a topic to share knowledge, 

connect, learn, solve and create together 

Service delivery: Improve project or engagement 

efficiency by democratizing access to project IP 

and expertise



HRNew employee and role onboarding
Provide new employees (and existing employees starting a new role) with the knowledge they need to successfully onboard and 

accelerate their time to productivity

Provide new-to-role employees with all the knowledge they need in one place Help new hires learn when they need to, in the flow of their work



HRIn context learning
Enable employees to learn about topics relevant to their jobs in the flow of their work

Automatically generate knowledge to help people learn

Use AI to index existing content sources and experts to automatically organize and 

maintain knowledge that can be used to help employees learn

Make it easy for experts to contribute knowledge

Viva Topics makes it easy for experts to refine AI generated topics and organize them so 

they can be used as learning content

Enable micro-learning

The average employee only has 24 minutes a week to learn1. Viva Topics enables front line 

and information workers to find the right micro-learning at time of need, in the flow of work

1. Source: A new paradigm for corporate training, Josh Bersin

Supplement formal learning with Topics 

Learning & Development teams don't always have the expertise or time to meet all 

organizational learning content needs. Viva Topics can be used to meet informal learning 

needs or supplement formal learning initiatives

https://joshbersin.com/2018/06/a-new-paradigm-for-corporate-training-learning-in-the-flow-of-work/#:~:text=Our%20research%20in%202015%20found%20that%20among%20the,just%20necessary%20for%20success.%20How%20Will%20This%20work%3F


SalesSales enablement
Improve pursuit outcomes and reduce proposal production time by providing salespeople with access to the knowledge they need to 

turn prospects into customers

Provide sales reps with easy access to best-in-class proposals and content 

so they can avoid recreating the wheel

Help rep’s close deals faster by getting answers to their questions from experts

Enable sales reps to connect with the experts they need to close deals Enhance customer conversations by helping sales reps discover related topics



SalesProduct and service knowledge base
Help employees learn about company products and services with easy access to product details, announcements, roadmaps, and a place 

to ask questions

Improve the effectiveness of salespeople 

by providing them access to product 

knowledge and experts

Turn employees into evangelists by 

keeping them informed about the 

company’s products 

Ensure consistency and quality of 

product marketing, sales, delivery and 

customer support by providing 

employees with approved assets and 

best of breed IP



SalesCustomer knowledge base
Help sales executives, account managers, support reps and marketers serve customers in a more relevant and effective manner by 

providing easy access to a customer knowledge base

Increase customer satisfaction through 

salespeople and customer service reps that are 

knowledgeable about the customer and their 

industry 

Customer-facing teams can more easily access 

curated content about customers and their 

industries

Accelerate learning and time to productivity for 

new salespeople, account managers or 

consultants joining an account

Keep employees up-to-date about the customer 

account



OpsAsset knowledge base
Provide employees with one place to go to find comprehensive and up-to-date information related to organizational assets

Increase productivity by helping employees 

easily find asset related information

Reduce time spent manually collating 

information relating to a single asset

Provide employees with one place to go to 

find all the up-to-date information related 

to an asset



ProductKnowledge networks
Enable employees with a common interest in a topic to share knowledge, connect, learn, solve and create together 

Foster innovation, accelerate learning and break down knowledge silos

Facilitate networking and help people find and learn from experts

Drive reuse across product, discipline, function or departments


